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Yikes. The hotel is out of hot water. Is this what happens to folks who oversleep brunch?

Kudos to #HamptonInn. There was no hot water in my room this morning. They lived up to their motto. No charge. Thanks much.
Lisa Neidert
@MsDrData

My hairdresser is not going to be happy with the trimming I gave my bangs this morning. I need no distractions this evening.

Lisa Neidert
@MsDrData

Billfold and cell phone nice and chilled. Put in office refrigerator with my lunch this morning.
And, I needed to be extra-organized. I would be doing all this via a laptop with a tiny screen compared to my normal set-up of two monitors and a quiet office.
@corobek was to my left. He follows 5,000+ folks on Twitter so he had a fire hose of information coming in. He passed on a few wrong calls from the Wall Street Journal to me. It called both Pennsylvania and Michigan for Romney. These mistakes were quickly rescinded almost as though they hadn’t happened, but luckily we have some evidence.
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“...if it (white share) rises, to say 76%, that means Mr. Romney likely is going to win” on.wsj.com/Tz1k8i #BadDemographer @WSJ
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“If Mr. Obama loses Michigan, it would be a big blow to the incumbent” on.wsj.com/Q1LojA [graphic] #AlternateReality @WSJ
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“Let’s assume, for example, that Mr. Romney wins NC, FL and OH. ...” on.wsj.com/Tz1k8i #AlternateReality @WSJ
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“Flipping Pennsylvania red, could signal a big night for Mr. Romney” on.wsj.com/Q1LojA [graphic] #WishfulThinking @WSJ
Roundup of social media analyses of the 2012 election by @crimsonhexagon. The discursive power of humor and memes: bit.ly/T1PIw6

Here's our teacher from Pittsburgh, @jkleinf, who uses Twitter in her civics class. We joined her on-line class discussion during the 3rd presidential debate via Twitter.

@jkleinf @ABrooks713 didn't vote!!! #shameonhim
Highlights of Peter Corbett, CEO, iStrategyLabs from:

Driving Forces of the Creative Economy
@ The World Economic Forum’s “Summer Davos” in Tianjin, China 8.13.12

- A first of its kind innovation challenge for the Army.
- Focused on mobile and web application development.
- Example for leveraging the Open Government Directive.
It looks like Obama has secured a second-term. #nprmeetup

Romney is now essentially required to run Florida, Ohio, and Virginia, Nova Carolina, Iowa, and Colorado to win the WH.

The facts: Networks say Obama will win NH. It comes down to Mitt winning FLA, VA, NC, OH, AND either IA or CO.
#StretchingForTheWH

March 6, 2013

A filibuster unlike any other...

On March 6th, at 11:47 am EST, Senator Rand Paul of the Commonwealth of Kentucky began speaking on the floor of the Senate chamber in Washington, DC. The chamber was in session preparing to vote on the nomination of John Brennan to the post of CIA Director when Sen. Paul

Doesn't seem that Romney can win without Florida and Ohio, and those both appear to be going to Obama.

Mission Impossible? Romney Now Needs to take Florida, Ohio, Virginia, North Carolina, Iowa and Colorado to Win
thedailybanter.com/2012/11/missio...
"CALL IT"

OBAMA
WINS

YOU ARE PREPARED FOR A LONG NIGHT
CAUSE IT IS GOING TO BE A LONG NIGHT.

- ANDY CARVIN, SENIOR STRATEGIST

MR. MASTER CONTROL

NO DRINKS ALLOWED
Election Night 2012 at NPR

ELECTION NIGHT 2012

‘Hope you are prepared for a long night.
Because it is going to be a long night.’

– Andy Carvin, Senior Strategist

Election Night 2012 sketch: http://pic.twitter.com/9s0Jelik
Compare how the predictors did: Pundit accountability: The official 2012 election prediction thread - vsb.li/O6zE4C

The 538 prediction and actual results side by side
http://pic.twitter.com/Gbkawyuo

This is probably a good time to link to my book: amazon.com/The-
Signal-Noi...
Romney not ready to concede? Don't worry. He'll change his position on that too.

Romney saying he'll "concede in 15 to 60 min" is a touch more vague than saying he had "a victory speech of 1,118 words."
#soreloser

Sarah Palin, this is your chance to make a concession speech! Step up to the podium!
IASSIST 2013

Olof Olsson
@borna

The developers will be at the Braustle tonight, goo.gl/maps/XoVTH, leaving from Gesis 17:00 #IASSIST
17 HOURS AGO  REPLY  RT RETWEET  FAVORITE

Yvonne Freese
@YvonneFreese

Done with #iassit slides. Starting tomorrow night, seriously wednesday. Looking forward.
A DAY AGO  REPLY  RT RETWEET  FAVORITE

Archive Training
@archivetraining

The year’s at the spring, And day’s at the morn; Morning’s at seven; The hillside’s dew-pearled; Time to getup for our #iassist2013 workshop
AN HOUR AGO  REPLY  RT RETWEET  FAVORITE

Lynca Kellam
@lyndrank

Today my workshops duties are over. Sit back & let someone else work magic. Or rather go shopping and let my dream team teach.
#iassist2013
2 HOURS AGO  REPLY  RT RETWEET  FAVORITE
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Runners United to Remember